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oregon knife laws knife up - it is illegal in oregon to conceal carry on your person a dirk dagger or stabbing knife a butterfly
knife gravity knife or any knife with a blade that projects or swings into position by force of a spring or by centrifugal force,
spring assisted knife in oregon q a avvo com legal - mt haile makes a good point it s not the ownership that s illegal but
rather the concealed carrying of the spring assisted knife but if it s in your pocket that s a concealed weapon in violation of
the statute, can you carry a spring assisted knife in oregon answers com - are spring assisted knives knives that opens
with a spring halfway legal to carry in irving texas if so what can the maximum length of the whole knife be if they re legal in
canada they re more than likely legal there, portland or knife laws and benchmade knives northwest - a knife that
contains a spring detent or other mechanism designed to create a bias toward closure of the blade and that requires
physical exertion applied to the blade by hand wrist or arm to overcome the bias toward closure to assist in opening the
knife is not a spring blade knife, is it legal to carry a fold out knife in my pocket or any - is it legal to carry a fold out knife
in my pocket or any knife legally carry in oregon if you carry any kind of knife in oregon for any reason keep reading to learn
your rights and how to protect them what does concealed carry mean a knife is considered concealed if it is not readily
identifiable as a knife or if you at tempt, what knives you can carry where in the united states - oregon believes it
violates your 2nd amendment rights to tell you what knives you can have or carry advertisement pennsylvania it s illegal to
own a dagger automatic knife or sword cane, are switchblades legal knife laws by state survival life - it is legal to carry a
3 inch pocket knife or folding knife concealed other than a 3 inch pocket knife carrying any other type of knife concealed is
illegal if the knife is not banned you can carry it in the open, oregon knife laws visible vs concealed types allowed - hey
guys i didn t see a post about oregon knife laws so i decided we should get one started oregon knife laws visible vs
concealed types allowed discussion in so our laws lump knives into concealed carry of weapons, spring assisted knives
for open carry or concealed carry - spring assisted knives for open carry or concealed carry and is it legal spring assisted
knives for open carry or concealed carry and is it legal if you are buying a spring assisted knife at walmart get the kershaw
needs work knife that model has one of the strongest springs i have seen on spring assisted knives and it also has a,
kershaw speedsafe legal northwest firearms oregon - kershaw speedsafe legal discussion in legal just a spring assisted
opener and as carried in the front jean pocket or carried in your hand is just another tool to carry buy own in oregon kershaw
assisted opener s i carry own a couple or them if it swings open by spring force its illegal to carry concealed what i dont
know
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